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PURPOSE
Pursuant to a request from the United States Government (USG)
for assistance in confiscating the drug proceeds, the Hong Kong
Government (HKG) confiscated and realised assets from a drug trafficker
and his associates between 1991 and 2008. This paper briefs Members on
a proposal to be submitted to the Finance Committee to create a new
non-recurrent commitment of HK$11,912,000, being USG’s share of the
confiscated assets.

JUSTIFICATION
2.
A drug trafficker, LAW Kin Man (“Law”) was arrested in Hong
Kong in December 1989 for trafficking heroin to the United States (US),
and was surrendered to the US in December 1992 pursuant to judicial
proceeding. He subsequently pleaded guilty in the US to drug trafficking.
Investigation into Law’s financial history revealed that he had received
more than $400 million between 1982 and 1989, and there was no apparent
legitimate source for the money. Most assets under Law’s control in Hong
Kong were in the names of his relatives or associates or nominees, or in
fictitious names.
3.
In June 1992, the USG made a formal request to share in the drug
proceeds of Law confiscated in Hong Kong pursuant to the Hong Kong and
US Agreement Concerning the Confiscation and Forfeiture of the Proceeds
and Instrumentalities of Drug Trafficking (“the Agreement”). The
Agreement, in force between 18 January 1991 and 30 June 19971, was a
1

In view of the expiry of “the Agreement”, a Hong Kong/US Agreement on Mutual Legal Assistance
in Criminal Matters was signed on 15 April 1997, which entered into force on 21 January 2000.
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bilateral agreement between the two jurisdictions for combating drug
trafficking, and provided for co-operation in the restraint and confiscation
or forfeiture of drug trafficking proceeds and instrumentalities. The
Agreement was implemented through the Drug Trafficking (Recovery of
Proceeds) (Designated Countries and Territories) Order, Chapter 405 sub.
leg. A (“DTROPO”).
4.
HKG considered the US request in April 1993 and decided, among
other things, that the confiscated proceeds be shared with the US on the
basis of a 50:50 share of the confiscated proceeds, provided that 20% of the
confiscated proceeds should first be withheld by the HKG to cover our
costs. (In other words, the actual sharing ratio for Hong Kong and the US
is 60:40.) At the same time, the HKG would also share in the assets
forfeited in the US on the same basis (i.e. 50:50 after deduction of 20% to
cover the USG’s costs). The Legislative Council was informed of the
decision in May 1993 (Annex A).
5.
The USG was informed in May 1993 of the HKG’s decision to
share confiscated assets in the Law case, subject to the confiscation of
monies ceasing to be open to challenges in courts and the monies to be
transferred being appropriated by the Legislative Council. Both sides
agreed on the sharing arrangements in June 1993.
6.
The Law case involved an enormous range and number of assets
(including money in over 300 accounts, company shares and real property),
a large number of parties, and resulted in protracted litigation over the
years. The asset realisation process had therefore taken a considerable
time. The process was finally completed in 2008 with the assets
confiscated by the HKG totalling $185,706,000 (after deduction of
receivers fees, legal fees and disbursements and without taking into account
interest accruing on the confiscated sum). USG also advised that the
assets forfeited in the US came to the value of $2,025,000.
7.
In accordance with the agreed sharing arrangements as outlined in
paragraph 4 above, the USG’s share of assets confiscated/forfeited in Hong
Kong amounted to $74,282,000, while Hong Kong’s share in total
The new Hong Kong/US Agreement provides for comprehensive mutual legal assistance in criminal
matters, including assistance in the restraint and confiscation of proceeds of crime.
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amounted to $112,234,000. After setting off against Hong Kong’s share
in the US forfeited proceeds, the US should receive from Hong Kong a net
payment of confiscated proceeds of $73,472,000.
8.
The Court is currently holding $61,560,000 in a deposit account
created to hold the confiscated funds, with the rest of the proceeds credited
to the General Revenue2. It is proposed that the Secretary for Justice
gives a direction to the Registrar of the High Court pursuant to section 13(8)
of Schedule 2 to DTROPO, to transfer $61,560,000 to the USG. We shall
seek the approval of the Finance Committee to pay the balance of
$11,912,000 to the USG out of the General Revenue.
Detailed
calculations are at Annex B.

BACKGROUND
9.
We have all along been cooperating with foreign jurisdictions for
the suppression of drug trafficking and combating of money laundering at
the international level. In the course of mutual legal assistance, our
primary objective is to combat transnational crime. Any financial gain
arising from assets confiscated from drug traffickers is nothing more than
an additional benefit. Based on the premise of encouraging international
cooperation to combat drug trafficking and money laundering, the sharing
of confiscated proceeds with the foreign jurisdictions concerned is
consistent with the spirit of cooperation and is a reasonable arrangement.
10.
A Committee on Asset Sharing (the Committee) was established in
1994 to decide on requests made by overseas jurisdictions pursuant to the
DTROPO for sharing of drug proceeds on a case-by-case basis. Since its
establishment, the Committee has considered six drug-related cases. To
date, Hong Kong has paid confiscated proceeds worth $44.5 million and
$5.6 million to the US and Australia respectively in relation to these cases,
and has received confiscated proceeds worth $29.6 million from the US.
2

Prior to 1995, under DTROPO, proceeds paid into the Court on realisation of confiscated assets
were paid into the General Revenue. In order not to inflate both the General Revenue and public
expenditure and to shorten the administrative procedures, the DTROPO was amended in 1995 to
provide that proceeds obtained on realisation of confiscated assets should be held in a deposit
account by the Registrar of the High Court for at least five years before being transferred to the
General Revenue. This allows time for a request to share the assets to be made by a foreign
jurisdiction, and for a decision to be made on such request.
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Details of the cases are summarised at Annex C. Among the cases, only a
CHAN Ching-wai case required funding approval by the Finance
Committee for a commitment of $16.9 million for paying the USG. The
approval was granted on 30 March 1998.

WAY FORWATD
11.
We shall submit a proposal to the Finance Committee for its
approval to create the non-recurrent commitment for making payment to
the USG in early 2011.
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Annex A

Annex B
Sharing of Confiscated Drug Trafficking Proceeds
with the United States Government
Amount to be transferred from General Revenue

$’000

(i)
(a)
(b)

Hong Kong confiscated proceeds
HKG’s share (60%)
USG’s share (40%)

(ii)
(c)
(d)

US confiscated proceeds
HKG’s share (40%)
USG’s share (60%)

(iii)
(iv)

HKG’s total share [(a) + (c)]
USG’s total share [(b) + (d)]

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Net payment to USG [(b) – (c)]
Amount to be paid from Deposit Account
Amount to be paid from General Revenue subject to
the approval of the Finance Committee [(v) – (vi)]

$’000
(USG’s share)

$’000
(HKG’s share)

185,706
111,424
74,282
2,025
810
1,215
112,234
75,497

-

73,472
61,560
11,912

Annex C

List of Asset Sharing Cases Considered by
the Committee on Asset Sharing since 1994

Date of
Meeting

Case Name

31.8.1994

Claude Duboc

US paid over HK$22.54M to Hong
Kong in 2003

6.1.1995

Chan Ching-wai

Hong Kong paid over HK$16.9M to
the US in 1998

5.11.1997

Giorgio Farina

6.4.2001

Gladys Pimental

Hong Kong paid over HK$27.53M to
the US in 2001

6.4.2001

Bruce McCauley

Hong Kong paid over HK$5.64M to
Australia in 2003

Result

US paid over HK$7.07M to Hong
Kong in 2000

Note
Excluding 1 case discussed in 1994 but the Committee decided that no request should be
made to the US.

